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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a complex separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let 
.Y(&?‘) denote the algebra of all (bounded linear) operators acting on Z. A 
nest N in X is a linearly ordered (by inclusion) family of subspaces 
containing (0) and 3’. (Throughout this article, subspace will always denote 
a closed linear manifold.) 
The nest algebra associated with N is the family of operators defined by 
alg N = (A E Y’(R): A./ c J for all .M in N ). 
It is easily seen that alg N is a weakly closed subalgebra of P(R) 
containing the identity. 
Given an arbitrary family .9 of operators, the family Lat 9 of all 
subspaces of 3 invariant under (every operator in) 3’ is a lattice (under 
intersections and spans) containing {O} and R. In the particular case when 
.-9 = alg N (for some nest N), it is well known that Lat 9 coincides with the 
strong closure of the original nest N. (The strong topology in the family of 
all subspaces of d%” is the strong operator topology restricted to the set of all 
orthogonal prjections, where each subspace is naturally identified with the 
orthogonal projection onto itself.). Furthermore, Lat alg N = N -’ is also a 
nest, alg NPS = alg N, and 18, 18, 201 (since X is separable) there exists a 
spectral measure E supported by [0, 11 such that 1 E supp(E), E((O}) = 0, 
E([O, 11) = 1, and 
N -’ = {ran E( [O, a]): 0 < a < 1 ), by [12, 181. 
Thus, for practical purposes, we can (and shall!) assume that N = N -’ is 
strongly closed and therefore (see, e.g., [ 151) order-complete. 
A gap g in N is a pair {J-C ,A+} of subspaces such that & f J+ and 
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there is no J in N satisfying .&I $A$, aV, . The dimension of the gap 
9 = ( X , Y+ } is the cardinal number 
dim 9 = dim.,/+ @,,aV_ (>O). 
The spectral measure E associated to N has the following property: If y =- 
{ K . 4, } is a gap in N, then there exist a, /I, 0 <a < /I ,< 1. such that R =- 
ran E([O,a])=ranE([O,/3)) and ,M+ = ran E( 10,/I]). That is, the gaps in N 
are in a natural bijective correspondence with the open intervals ot 
(0. 1 ]\supp(E). Furthermore, E is uniquely determined by N “up to order 
preserving homeomorphisms of 10, I] onto itself’ (i.e., if F is another 
spectral measure associated to N. H = !‘A dE(A) and L = _(- A dF(i), then 
there exists a strictly increasing continuous function v mapping 10, 1 1 onto 
itself such that L = v(H) and H = I,~ l(L).) The reader is referred to 
j 12. 15, 18 1 for these properties. 
Given a nest N, we define 
R={UACT*+K:Uisunitary,AEaigN.KE z(K)} 
(where .iy ( W) denotes the ideal of all compact operators) and 
&” = { TE IrT’(,R’): Given E > 0. there exist L!, 
unitary. A E E alg N and ti, compact. 
IIK,IJ < t’. such that T= Ii,4 ,UF -t K,.}. 
If N,, is order-isomorphic to w + 1 (where w denotes the first infinite 
ordinal) and all its gaps have dimension one, then 6J0, = (fi,)” = (QT) is the 
set of all quasitriangular operators (in the sense of Halmos [ 14 I). Given 7‘ in 
P”(Y), let p,-,.(T)= {i c C:: /1 - T is semi-Fredholm} (The reader IS 
referred to [ 19 1 for definition and properties of semi-Fredholm operators. ) 
Let p:.,-(T)@;:,.(T)) = (A fZpsP,(T): ind(i - T) > 0 ((0, resp.)}. The 
celebrated spectral characterization of quasitriangularity of Apostol, Foias. 
and Voiculescu asserts that 
(and therefore (Qr)* = (TE Y(.F): T* E (QT)} coincides with 
(T E P/P): p,+_,(T) = 0)). 
During “Halmos Conference” (University of Berkeley, California, January 
8. 1981) Arveson raised 
Conjecture 0. Unless there is some index obstruction (as in the case of 
N,). fi must coincide with the whole algebra P(X) of operators, e.g.. 
(I) If N, is order-isomorphic to L* = (-00) U 2 U (03) (L is the set 
of all integers) and all its gaps are one dimensional, then fi, = Y’(p). 
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(II) If N, is a continuous nest (i.e., supp(E) = [0, l] and N, has no 
gaps), then A, = L&Y’). 
The purpose of this article is to show that Arveson’s conjecture is true. 
Indeed, it will be shown that fi always coincides with either L?(R) (if there 
is no index obstruction), or (Q7’) or (Q7’)* (in case there is some index 
obstruction). 
In order to make it more precise, observe that the topological structure of 
supp(E) together with the dimensions of the gaps and the order-structure 
provide a large amount of information about A. (Consider, e.g., the case 
when N = N,!) We shall see that this is the only information that we really 
need in order to describe 6l. Indeed, we have 
THEOREM 1. Let N be a nest in OF, then 
(i) If N is well-ordered and all its gaps are finite dimensional, then 
fi = A” = (QT). 
(ii) rf N is well-ordered from above (equivalently, N1= 
{Ml: J? E N} is well-ordered) and all its gaps are finite dimensional, then 
ti = fi” = (QT)*. 
(iii) In any other case, 
A = Y(R). 
The above result completely answers Arveson’s original question. It also 
implies that 6l is always closed in Y(R). 
Indeed, Theorem 1 admits a very precise complement. Observe that 
supp(E) is a compact subset of the real line and therefore it admits a unique 
decomposition supp(E) = NV d u r, where N is an at most denumerable 
subset such that, 
suPP(E)isoi cN c (suPP(E)i,,i)-3 
(suPP(E)isoi denotes the set of all isolated points of supp(E) and the upper 
bar denotes closure), d U r is a perfect set, d is the closure of the union of 
all intervals contained in supp(E), and r- is a totally disconnected perfect 
set. If either N is neither well-ordered, nor well-ordered from above, or 
r # 0, then the family of (open intervals) components of (0, 1 ] \supp(E) 
contains both an increasing sequence and a decreasing sequence of intervals. 
Indeed, (0, 1 ] \supp(E) always contains such a double sequence unless r = 0 
and both the points in N and the intervals in A are well-ordered, or both are 
well-ordered from above. With these observations in mind, we have 
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THEOREM 2. Let N be a nest in Z and assume that N does not have the 
form of (i) or (ii) in Theorem 1; then 
(iv) If N has an increasing sequence ( gn}n/--, of gaps (i.e.. if y,, = 
{, &- , Hn+}, then ,HjS+ c. tY;,,+,)- for all n = 1. 2 ,... ), then 
6J” II (QT). 
(v) If N has a decreasing sequence of gaps, then 
A” 3 (QT)*. 
(vi) If N has both an increasing and a decreasing sequence qf gaps. 
then 
AO=Y(W). 
(vii) If N has an infinite-dimensional gap. then 
fi”=Y(X). 
(viii) If N has only finitely many gaps y, , gZ...., vrn and 
then (supp(E) contains at least one intertjal and) fi” is contained in the 
closed and nowhere dense subset (of Y;cicX)), 
y(iQ,= jTE!/(P.): \‘ 
.1EU”(7-)\cr,(7)- 
dim F(A: T) < d( , 
where a,(T) denotes the set of all those isolated points A in the spectrum a(T) 
of T such that the dimension of the Riesz spectral subspace V(/1: T) 
corresponding to (A} is finite (i.e., the set of all normal eigenvalues of T), 
o,(T) is the (Calkin) essential spectrum of T and I+ is the polynomial hull of 
the compact subset Tc @ (i.e., the complement in C of the unbounded 
component of C\IJ. 
(ix) If N has the form of (viii), [a,Pj c supp(E) (0 < a < t!? < 1) and 
TE Y( F)v),, then there exists a nest NT order-isomorphic to N such that. 
N,~{(.~,:,EN:O~y~uorp~;,~ I} and TE fit. 
(x) If N has infinitely many gaps and supp(E) contains an interval, 
then given T in Y(A?‘) there exists a nest N, order-isomorphic to N such 
that TEfiy. 
The author conjectures that Theorem 2(ix), (x) remain true without 
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modfifying the original nest. (i.e., that N, can be always chosen equal to N). 
Clearly, it would be enough to prove this conjecture for arbitrary continuous 
nests. An afftrmative answer would imply that 6J” is always closed in L/(Z) 
[171* 
2. WELL-ORDERED NESTS 
Recall that T E Y(R) is quasitriangular if there exists an increasing 
sequence {I’,,}:=, such that P, + 1 (strongly) and ]]( 1 - P,) TP, II+ 0 
(n -+ aI>. 
THEOREM 3. The following conditions are equivalent for T in .Y(dzp): 
(i) T is quasitriangular; 
(ii) T = A + K, where A is triangular (i.e., A admits an upper 
triangular matrix with respect o a suitable ONB of 8) and K is compact; 
(iii) Given E > 0, there exists K,E X(9), IlKEli < E, such that 
A, = T - K, is triangular; 
(iv) TEfil,; 
(v> 2-E (&Jo; 
(vi) p;-,(T) = 0. 
The equivalences among Theorem 3(i), (ii), and (iii) are due to Halmos 
[ 15, Problem 41; (iv) ((v), resp.) is just a rephrasing of (ii) (of (iii), resp.) 
and (i) * (vi) is a result of Douglas and Pearcy [ 111. Finally (vi) * (i) is the 
result of Apostol, Foiag, and Voiculescu [S]. 
One of the steps of the proof of the last result (5, Theorem 2.21 says that, 
given T in Y(Z), E > 0, and a diagonal normal operator 
N = (diag{I,, &,...})(O”) of uniform infinite multiplicity, such that a(N) = 
a,(N) c a,,(T) (where a,,,.) denotes the left essential spectrum) there exist 
K, E ~-WQ IlKElI < E, and an infinite-dimensional subspace & of Z’ such 
that, 
T-K,- 
where ‘v denotes unitary equivalence and a,(B’) c a,(Z). 
Since N-N(2)=NON~NON0...=N(m)=N0 1, it readily 
follows that 
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where 
B= 
and o,(B) = o,(T). It is easily seen that a,,(B), (where ure(.) denotes the 
right essential spectrum) coincides with are(T) = a,,(P)*. (If 0 is a subset 
of L, then J2* = (A E c: 1 E fi) is the symmetric of a.) Thus, we can apply 
the same argument to B*. whence we obtain the following auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 4. Let T E Y’(F). Given diagonal normal operators N, arld 4, 
such that u(N,) c u,,(T) and u(N,) c u,,(T). respective!,,. and c > 0. there 
exists K, E F(X). IlK,ll < c, such that 
(Of course, either N, or N, can be absent.) On the other hand, we have 
PROPOSITION 5 (Voiculescu’s corollary I24 I). Let T E Y’(X) and ler p 
be a unital faithful *-representation of a separable C*-subalgebra of the 
quotient Calkin algebra s?‘( F’) = Y’@“)/.R (F) containing the canonical 
image F= z(T) of, and 1, on Pi (separable). Let A = p(F). Gicen t: > 0. 
there exists K, E f ( F), /I K,Ii < c, such that 
T-K,zT@A’~‘= Tli)(A i; 1). 
As a first consequence of these facts, we shall obtain Theorem 2(iv). If N 
is a nest and N is contained in a maximal nest N,,,,. then &J 1 fin,,, and 
R” 1 (&,,,)“. Th’ IS simple observation reduces a large part of our problem 
to the analysis of maximal nests. 
Observe that a continuous nest is necessarily maximal. Indeed. N is 
maximal if and only if all its gaps are one dimensional. 
PROPOSITION 6. If N has an increasing sequence of gaps. thw 
fi” -1 (QT). 
Proof. By our previous observations, we can directly assume that N is 
maximal and has an increasing sequence (a,,}: , of one-dimensional gaps. 
i.e.. N contains the chain, 
where dim -Hn @ 4” = 1 for all n = 1. 2 ,.... 
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Let a, =dim.J, a, = dim.4 0 S?,_, (n = 2, 3 ,... ), and aw = 
dimR 0 -Mm. 
Let T E (Q7’) and E > 0. If A = ~(0 E 9(R0) for some faithful unital *- 
representation p of the C*-algebra, C*(n generated by F and ‘i, then it 
follows from Theorem 3 (equivalence between (i) and (vi)) that AtW) is 
quasitriangular in .Y’(RO). By Proposition 5, there exists K, E.X(R), 
IJK,(I <s/2, such that T-K, N T@A’“O’= TO (A(O”))(“). 
Let A@) be any point of ore(T) (of a,,(T) = (J~~(A(~)), resp.). By Lemma 4, 
there exist compact operators C, E 9(Z) and C, , C, ,..., C, ,... E 9(X:“‘) 
such that 11 C, 11 ( e/4, II C, II < s/4n (n = 1, 2 ,... ), 
and 
A(~)-c”E p * 4kl [ 1 0 A’ A?-)@R n P Pin (n = 1, 2,...), 
where dim RU = a, and dim RD,n = a,(n = 1, 2,...). By using Theorem 3, it is 
easily seen that T: and AA (n = 1, 2,...) are quasitriangular operators. Thus, 
by Theorem 3 (equivalence between (i) and (iii)), there exist compact 
operators E, E 9(Z) and E, , E*,..., E,,... E 9(Z~(m)), such that llE,ll < 
c/4, lIEnIl -C &/4n, 
T-C,-E,P Tw *Aw@Zw [ 1 0 iuz, ’ 
and 
A’“‘-CC,-EE,cx (n = 1, 2,...), 
where T, and A, (n = 1, 2,...) are triangular operators, i.e., 
t 11 t,, t,, ... e, 
T, = t22 
0 
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(with respect to an OBN (e,,}JF, of X 0 Pm) and 
(with respect to an ONB (e,;}? , of Fb” ’ @ PD., , n = 1. 2 ,... ). Hence, there 
exists K2 E Y’(F), K, z (C, + I@,“,, C,]) + (EC*, + /@I,: , E,]) such that. 
where K=K,fK,. It is completely apparent that K is compact and 
IlKlI < t’. 
Let Sub(./P) denote the family of all subspaces of the Hilbert space ~9 and 
let V (T} denote the closed linear span of the subset r of .3. Observe that 
leaves invariant each of the subspaces {O}, V (e,, ez ,..., ej} (j = 1. 2 ,... ), and 
( W 0 T,) ~3.3~ for each 9’, E Sub(, c,); 
leaves invariant each of the subspaces <An (for each .#,, E Sub(,lY,,,)). 
Fo,n 0 (V {e:, e: ,..., eJ)) (j= 1, 2,...), and <F’iX’: and L leaves invariant 
each subspace of A? @ (,TF~~‘)‘~:’ of the form Ir,, @ (%i- , Ya), where I/(,, is 
invariant under 
and YI, is invariant under * r 1 0 An (n = 1, 2,...). 
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In particular, the invariant subspace lattice Lat L of L contains the chain 
of subspaces, 
(where ~~j E Sub(RD,j) and the jth vector of the sequence e, , e,, et, e3, e:, 
2 e, ,..., is chosen according to the rule 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
4L( 
el 4 
4 
e3 
4 
e4 
4 e5 ... 1 
. . . c [ (GY 0 OQ @ S,] @ (ov;my) c 2- 0 (cr~my! 
Now it is completely apparent that there exists a unitary mapping U from 
R onto A? @ (R(oo))(m) such that, 
UN= {UA:.MEN}cLatL. 
Since T-K EL, we are done. 1 
The following auxiliary result complements [ 16, Theorem 2(i)-(iv)]. 
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LEMMA 7. Let T E it’(S) (,Y a complex B’anach space) and assume 
that Lat T contains a chain N of invariant subspaces uch that 
(1) N=(.~,:v<~}forsomeordinal~. (~<P<KK.~~c~~?$). 
(2) 4, = (0); for each v < K, dim.4.. ,/ 4, = 1, and for each limit 
ordinaly<K, ~y=V{,<,:v<y). 
(3) % ==i/(.~:V<K}=./x. 
For each 11 < K, let F! E Y( ;Z/ <,) be the operator defined by 7,. Is], m= 
] TX ],,(x E fl ), where Ix],. denotes the coset of .Y in f / f, and let A, E ‘: be 
the eigenvalue of T,. 1 (,<, + ,/ 4,). Then 
(v) if 2 does not belong to the ser d(T) =I {A, : c < K}, rhen ran(i ~ 7’) 
is dense in f. 
(vi) In particular. o,(T*)cd(T)(a,(T*)* cd(T). when P is a 
Hilbert space), and 
(vii) Ij‘ $ is separable, then p;--,(T) = 0. 
Proof: (v) Assume that ,4 @ d(T). It is completely apparent that 
(i -- T) i. Kz is invertible (observe that 1 6Z (2,. A:..... A,}). and therefore 
(2 - T) Yn = Hn, n = I, 2, 3 ,... . 
Suppose that v < K and (i - T) 4. is dense in <. Since i # A,., it is not 
difficult to check that (A - T).y,:., , is dense in <,4,. If p < K is a limit 
ordinal and (1 ~ r).J, is dense in 4, for all 1’ < ,& then 
so that (i - 7’) Y0 is dense in ,HD. By transfinite induction, we conclude that 
ran(i - T) is dense in .s . 
(vi) This is a trivial consequence of (v). 
(vii) Since a,(T*) c d(T) is at most denumerable (observe that / is 
separable if and only if K is a denumerable ordinal). we see that interior 
a,(T*) = 0. It readily follows that P,-~(T) = 0. 1 
Assume that N is a well-ordered nest and all its gaps are finite dimen- 
sional. Since N obviously has an increasing sequence of gaps. it follows from 
Proposition 6 that R 3 A” 1 (QT). 
On the other hand if TE alg N then (since every operator acting on a 
space of finite dimension, larger than one, always has a nontrivial invariant 
subspace) it is easily seen that TE alg N,,, for some maximal nest N,,,, 
containing N. It is completely apparent that N,,, is also well-ordered. 
Therefore, N,,, satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 7. whence we conclude 
that p, ,(T) = 0. By Theorem 3. T is quasitriangular. Since (QT) is 
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invariant under compact perturbations (Theorem 3), it readily follows that 
A c (QT). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2(iv) and Theorem I(i). Since 
alg N1 = {T* : T E alg N}, by taking adjoints we obtain Theorem 2(v) and 
Theorem 1 (ii), respectively. 
3. NESTS WITH A DOUBLE SEQUENCE OF GAPS 
LEMMA 8. Let TE -rP(Z) and 
llKEll < E, such that, 
E > 0. Then there exists K,E X(R), 
T-KC= Tr * & [ 1 0 TI &’ 
where & and 8 are infinite-dimensional subspaces, T, E (QT) and 
Tl E (QT)*; moreover, a,(T,) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that T4 (QT) U (QT)* (i.e., p:-,(T) # 0 and 
p;-,(T) # 0), and define 
q = V (ker(3, - T)“: A Ed:-,, m = 1, 2 ,... }. 
It is easily seen that & is (invariant under T and) infinite dimensional. By 
using the constructions of Apostol in [3], it is not difficult to see that 
p:-,(T) (in the definition of 6) can be replaced by a denumerable dense 
subset {&,}~=, of p:JT) containing all the singular-points (as defined in the 
above reference) of p:-,(T). 
If {eJ} is an ONB for V (ker(d, - T)m, m = 1, 2,...}, it is easily seen that 
T, = T I& is triangular with respect to the orthonormal set obtained by 
means of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process applied to U,,(ey }. 
Let 
T= T, * 8 
I I 0 T; A?;’ 
If p,i_,(T;) = 0, we define & =&. Otherwise, we repeat the argument 
with Ti in order to obtain a decomposition, 
where T, and T, are triangular operators. 
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By transfinite induction we finally obtain a decomposition 
T= : 
‘7-1 
T, * 
T, 
T lot1 
0 
T, 
where T, is triangular for each ordinal y and p;.,.(T,) = 0. 
Define &=@, KJ, q= FQ Fr. It is completely apparent that 
T, E alg N for a maximal well-ordered nest N. Thus. by Theorem l(i). 
Tr E W) and (by 131) %(TJ = 0. 
On the other hand, iq is also an infinite-dimensional subspace. (Observe 
that P,-~(T) f 0 and p,-,(T,.) =pT-AT,), so that pr-,(T,) cannot be empty: 
it contains p;-,(T).) Since p,f_,(T,) = 0, we conclude that T, E (QT)*. 
If T E (QT)*, then we can use Lemma 4 in order to find K, E .R ( W). 
i/K, j/ < c/2, such that, 1 * * f, 
T-K,= 0 T,, * &,yo, [ 1 0 0 p flu 
where ,X1 and .FM are infinite-dimensional spaces. By using Stampfli’s 
argument 1221 (see also [ 3 I), we can find a compact normal operator KI . 
II K; /I < s/2, such that, 
T,, - K; = T: * x; 
I I 0 T; i;y;’ 
where T: acts on the finite-dimensional space 3‘: and u,,(T;) = 0. 
If K = K, + 0 @KS @ 0 (with respect to the decomposition x’= F\ !O 
Pi @ ““,), ,,Fi = ,FA @ X:, and & = GF; @ $, then z and P, are infinite- 
dimensional subspaces, K E ,X(R), /) Kl! < F, Pi is invariant under 7’~ K, 
and 
T-K= T, 
* Fr 
I I 0 T, fl”;’ 
where 
and CJ,,( T,) = 0. 
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Finally, if TE (Qr>, then we can use Lemma 4 in order to find 
K,E.iZr(R), J)K,jJ < E, such that, 
where 3’; and & are infinite-dimensional subspces. It readily follows that 
T-KK,= 
where 
T, = 
T; * 3; [ 1 o iu z, (Z:’ OR: =e) is quasitriangular, r 
T, =,u (acting on &) E (Q7’)*, and a,(T,) = 0. 1 
Ad hoc modifications of the same arguments (e.g., if T& (QT) U (QT)* 
we choose {A,),” 1 a dense set of regular points of p:_(T) [3]) yield the 
result 
LEMMA 9. Let T E Y’(Z) and let E > 0. Then there exists K, E X(2’), 
IlKJ < E, such that, 
T-K,= 
where q and & are infinite-dimensional subspaces, T, E (QT), and 
T, E (QT)*; moreover, o,(T,.) = 0. 
COROLLARY 10. If N has both an increasing and a decreasing sequence 
of gaps and each subspace corresponding to the increasing sequence is 
contained in each subspace corresponding to the decreasing sequence, then 
l9” = P(<X). 
Proof. Let (all)~=i (yan = (.,& ,J”+ )) be the increasing sequence of 
gaps and let 9 = V.& = V&, . 
Let { n,),” ,( & = {<%+, Zn+ }) be the decreasing sequence of gaps. By 
hypothesis, .S? c 0 ,“= , s+?~ _ = n ,“= 1 .Pn + . 
By Lemma 8 (or Lemma 9), given T in P(R) and E > 0, there exists 
K, E .X’(Z), l/K, /I < s/2, such that, 
T-K,= Tr * X I 1 0 T,& 
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where Fr and .q are infinite-dimensional subspaces, T, E (QT) and 
T, E (QT)*. 
Define the nest N, in .Y by N, = {,M E N: +Y c .R }, and the nest N! in 
F@,# by N,= (./o .R: ./EN, .YI.@}. By Theorem2(iv) ((v), 
resp.). there exists K, E .3(,*), ilKrli < &/2 (K, E K(&), I/ K,ll < c/2, resp.), 
such that T, - K,(T, - K,, resp.) is unitarily equivalent to an operator 
A, E alg N&4, E alg N,, resp.). Thus, if K, = K, @ K,, then K, E .fl( d ). 
llKzll < c/2. K,= K, + K,E.fl(<F), IIK,l/ < c, and it is completely apparent 
that, 
T-K,= 
A, * 
L 1 0 A, 
EalgN. 1 
COROLLARY 11. If N has an infinite-dimensional gap y = { X . d. i, 
then fi” = Y( 9’). 
ProoJ Let {e,)r=, be an ONB of J, 0 &-. Then N cN’ = N i, 
1, tC 0 (V {e,, e,,..., e2m-,J)r m = 1, 2 ,... 1 U {+f 0 (V (ez,- ,I,{ ,)I l-i 
( l- CD (V je,,- ,JFEl) 0 (V {e2n}n>m, m = 1.2.-I). 
By Corollary 9, &” 13 (6l’)’ = Y(X). i 
The case when the decreasing sequence of gaps precedes the increasing 
one is much more involved. Let 0 be an nonempty bounded open connected 
subset of G such that B = interior (W) and let 7 be a point of a. Then there 
exists a probability measure ,U supported by 32 (= the boundary of Q) such 
that 
f(r) = jl) f& 
for every function f analytic on some neighborhood of W (,u is a 
representing measure for y [ 13 1). Let N(BR) = “multiplication by A” on 
L *(X!, p). The subspace H’(Z)) spanned by the functions analytic on some 
neighborhood of R- is obviously invariant under N(8R). Hence 
1 H2(X!) L2(2f2, p) @ H’(XJ)’ 
Actually, H2(3H) is a reproducing kernel space: the evaluation e, at i of 
functions analytic on a neighborhood of Q~ can be uniquely continuously 
extended to a bounded linear functional on H’(X)) (for all 1 E Q) and. 
moreover, the functions A+ e,(f), f E H’(Xl), are analytic on 0. This 
follows, e.g., from [ 13, Chap. VI, see especially Theorem 1.11; (see also [ 7 1). 
The main properties of the subnormal operator N+(aQ) are summarized in 
Proposition 12. 
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PROPOSITION 12. (i) a(N(LQ2)) = a,(N(aG)) = ae(N+ (aa)) = 
a,(Np(a12)) = an. 
(ii) a(N+ (80)) = o(N- (XI)) = B ~. 
(iii) ind(A - N-(aa)) = dim ker(L - N-(XJ)) = -ind(A - N+(XI)) = 
dim ker(A - N+(c%~))* = 1 for all A E 0. 
(iv> lN+@Q)*5 N+W41 ( h w et-e [A, B] =AB - BA) and [N-(iX2)), 
N-(aa)*] are positive semi-dejinite trace class operators, Z is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator, and 
1 [N+(af2)*, N+(afi)]l, = trace[N+(aQ)*, N+(Xl)] 
= I IN-@Q), N-(aa)*] II 
= trace[N-(an), N-(aB)*] 
= (lZl*)’ < co. 
(v) Furthermore, if $2 is simply connected, then p can be chosen so 
that 
(lZ12)’ = V/4 meas2Wy 
where meas, denotes the planar Lebesgue measure of 0. 
(vi) In particular, [N+(aQ)*, N+(aD)] and [N_(aQ), N-(X2)*] are 
compact operators, i.e., N+(aQ) and N-(3Q) are essentially normal 
operators. 
(vii) If f is analytic on a neighborhood of B -, then 
Ilf(N+W))ll= IlfK(W)ll= max{lf(k>l :A E an). 
In particular, 
Il(n-N+(a~))-‘(I=II(~-N-(a~))~‘)I= l/dist[A,&?], for all A&O-. 
Proof. Everything follows immediately from [lo] (or by a direct 
computation), except perhaps Proposition 12(v) and the equalities of (iv) 
(iv) Since N(XI) is normal, we have 
0 = [N(af2)*, N(aN)] 
[N+@Q>*, N+W’>l - ZZ* * = 
* 1 z*z + [N_(aR)*, N-(an)] . 
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Hence 
/ IN+(X2)*, N+(Xl)]I, = trace[N+(aR)*, N+(aQ)l 
= trace ZZ* = (jZ*l,)’ = (lZ1,)2 = trace Z*Z 
= -traceIN-(X2)*, N- (an)\ 
=traceINP(&2),N~(20)*] =l[N~ (X2).N~~(iY2)*]:,. 
(v) Assume that Q is simply connected and D = (A : IE. 1 < 1 }. Let 
4: D + Q be a conformal mapping such that +4(O) = 7. The normalized 
Lebesgue measure dm on 8D is a representing measure for 0 (in D). If A is a 
Bore1 subset of K?, then we define ,u by p(n) = m(/i’), where 
,4 ’ = (1 E 8D: d([‘) + [E il, as [’ + i non-tangentially}. 
It is not difficult to check that this defines. indeed, a representing measure 
for y [ 13 I. Let T, E Y(ff’(aD)) be the analytic Toeplitz operator defined by 
T, f = Q . f(f E H2(3D)) and let C, : H2(3D) + H’(X?) be the composition 
operator defined by C, f = f . 4 -’ (4 ‘: R + D is the converse conformal 
mapping). Our definition of p makes it apparent that C’, is a unitary 
mapping of H2(2D) onto H2(&2). It is also clear that N f (?a) = C, T, Cz. 
so that 
IIN,(XI)*,N,(aQ)II, =traceIN+(8R)*,N.(iifl)] =tracelT,*, T,I. 
Since trace1 T,*, T, ] = (l/x) meas, (This is the classical “area 
theorem:” see, e.g., I 10, Theorem 1 I), we are done. 1 
Remark. For future applications, it is very important to observe that the 
right side of the equality of (v) is (l/n) meas,( not (,1/x) meas,(Q -). 
Now we are in a position to obtain a “symmetric” version of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 13. Let T E Y(F) and F > 0. Then there exists K,E .$ ( W), 
ilKElI < c, such that, 
T-K,= 
where F and ,q are infinite-dimensional subspaces, T, E (QT)* and 
T, E (QT); moreover, a,(TJ = 0. 
ProoJ Assume that T& (QT). Let IQ;},, be an enumeration of the 
components of p;-,(T) and let R, = interior (Qi,) ~. 
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Fix y,, E Q; and define ,u,, L*(iXl,, ,u,), etc., as above, 
N = @ N(S2n)(an), 
N, = @ N, (%2Jcan), 
and 
N- = @ Np(8NJcan), 
n 
where a, = -ind(y, - T). Since o(N) = a,(N) = a(U,Q,) c a,,(7) f~ u,,(T), 
there exists (by Lemma 4) K, E X(R), llKl 1) < s/2, such that, 
T-K,= 
where N, is some normal operator such that a(N)) = u,(N,) = u(N) = u,(N). 
According to the Weyl-von Neumann-Berg-Sikonia theorem [ 9, 2 11, 
there exists K, E X(SF), 11 K, )I < 42 (K, only affects the action of N,), such 
that, 
T-K,-Kz= 
N’ * & [ 1 0 B e’ 
where N’ N N. Clearly, we can identify 0, L2(lZln, ,u,,)(~*) with ;F4, i.e., we 
can directly assume that N’ = N. Then 
T-Kc= 
where K,=K,+K,E.F(Z’), IlKAl <E, ~=@nH2(3R,)(an), e= 
R 0 &, and 
Since psPF(N+) =p(N+) Up,,(N+)@(N+) = C\u(N+) is the resolvent 
set) and ind(y, -N+) = ind(y, - T) = -a, for all II, we can use the same 
arguments as, e.g., in the construction of the Apostol-Morrel simple models 
[6] (see also [4]), in order to show that p,,(R) = 0, i.e., that R E (QT). 
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On the other hand, it is easily seen that iff, E H*(&?,,) and f,(n) = 0 on a 
dense subset of a,, then f, E 0. By using this fact, it is not difficult to check 
that N, is the adjoin; of a triangular operator. (We can use the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.) It is completely apparent (use 
Proposition 12(vi)) that a(N+) = (lJ,Q,)- d oes not contain isolated points: 
therefore, o,(N+) = 0. This completes the proof for the case when T @ (QT). 
If T E (Qr), then we can use Lemma 4 in order to show that there exists 
K, E .iv(YY’). JIK,ll < E, such that, 
where 6 lnd ‘e are infinite-dimensional subspaces and T, E (QT) (on 6). 
Since /1 E (QT) and a,,(A) = 0, we are done. 1 
Applying Lemma 13 to T*, we obtain 
COROLLARY 14. Let TE F&Y) and E > 0. Then there crisis 
K,: E .f ( TV). 11 K,il < E, such that, 
T-KC= 
where ?, and c are infinite-dimensional subspaces, T, E (QT)* arzd 
T, E (QT): moreover, o,(T,) = 0. 
Ad hoc modifications of the proof of Corollary 10, Lemma 13 (or 
Corollary 14) and Theorem 2(iv) and (v) yield 
COROLLARY 15. If N has both an increasing and a decreasing sequence 
of gaps and each subspace corresponding to the decreasing sequence is 
contained in each subspace corresponding to the increasing sequence, then 
fi” = Y(, a). 
PROPOSITION 16. If N has both an increasing and a decreasing sequence 
of gaps. then fro = Y(F). 
Proof: Let (y,};=, (yn = (.& ,, Hn+ }) be the increasing sequence of 
gaps and let { X,)F=, (z?:, = (.;9,, _ , cg,,+ )) be the decreasing one. Define X : 
V,“I~,.Nn_=V:~,Jn+ and~=n~~,.~is,~=nn7~,~~,,+. 
If H c .R, then the result follows from Corollary 10. If aY & .‘Y, then ri 
is properly contained in .M. By definition of c~9, -#nmm, and .R,, t are 
contained in M for all n > no. Fix m > no; by definition of H, -M,,, + c.Ay 
for all n >, p. Thus, N contains the increasing sequence of gaps ( yn } z up and 
the decreasing sequence of gaps (~n}~Em, satisfying the hypothesis of 
Corollary 15. Therefore, R” = Y(Z). H 
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4. CONTINUOUS NESTS 
Let N be an arbitrary nest whose gaps are all finite dimensional and let 
2 = supp(E), where E(s) is the spectral measure associated with N. If N is 
denumerable, then the structure of R = &lo is the one given by 
Theorem l(i), (ii) and Theorem 2(vi) (=Proposition 16). Indeed if N is 
denumerable and neither N nor N’ is well-ordered, then N has both an 
increasing and a decreasing sequence of gaps, and therefore A= R” = 
wa 
On the other hand, if N is not denumerable, then C is the disjoint union of 
a nonempty perfect set (d U r) and an at most a denumerable set. In this 
case, it follows from our observations in the Introduction and Proposition 16 
that if Z does not contain in intervals (i.e., d = a), then fi” = A = Y(R). 
Assume that .?Y does contain an interval. In [2, Corollary 3.5.61, Andersen 
proved that if N, and N, are two continuous nests, then A, = R, (Indeed, 
this is just a consequence of the much stronger result given there). Since (by 
Lemma 4) every T in g(R) admits an (arbitrarily small) compact pertur- 
bation T - K, such that, 
A * * Ay 
T-K,= 0 T, * 
[ I 
&, 
0 0 P RM 
where R1, &, and 3, are infinite-dimensional subspaces, we can apply the 
same kind of arguments as in the proof of Proposition 6 in order to reduce 
the proof of Theorem l(iii) to 
PROPOSITION 17. If T E LY(&“), then there exists K E X(SY) such that 
T - K E alg N, for some continuous nest N, (depending on T). Furthermore, 
if a,(T) = 0 and E > 0, then K (and NJ can be chosen so that (1 K I( < E. 
In the general case, K can be chosen so that 
l]Kll < max{dist[I, a,(r>]: ,J E a,(T)} + E. 
We shall need two auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 18. If N is normal, o(N) = a,(N), and D = @,“= 1 B,, 
(B, E Y(Cdn), 0 < d, < 00, n = 1,2,...) is a block-diagonal operator such 
that a(D) c o(N), and N, is a continuous nest, then there exists K,E X(R), 
IlKElI < E, and U, unitary, such that U,[(N @ D) - K,] U$ E alg N,. 
Proof. According to 19, 211, given E > 0 there exists a diagonal normal 
operator M of uniform infinite multiplicity, such that N-M is compact, 
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IlN ~ Ml/ < E, o(M) = o,(M) = a(N) = a,(N) 2 a(D), and each eigenvalue of‘ 
D is also an eigenvalue of M. (Observe that a,(D) = UC , a,(B,).) Let 
A: b:> b:x ... b:.d, 
B, = 
be an upper triangular representation of B, (with respect to a suitable ONB 
of il ‘,). Then we can write M= M, @ (@:=, M,), where M z M,, 2 
(diag{p,, iu2 .. . . . ,u, ,... ))(m) and M, = (diag(A;. AT,.... AZ,,})” ‘. Thus M 9 D ye 
0,: , L,, where 
@, and A?, 1’; ,..., AZ, act on infinite-dimensional spaces and the operators 
b, c’$ 0 are rank-one operators defined in the obvious way). 
Let Cm = @q:OR’J denote the space of L,, so that F’= @F- 1 ,Fn(9”7 is 
an infinite-dimensional space for all j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., d, and n = 1, 2 ,... ). 
It is completely apparent that Lat M @ D contains every subspace of the 
form 
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In particular, it contains every subspace of the form 
whence it readily follows that U,(M @ D) e E alg N, for a suitably chosen 
unitary operator U,. (If N, = {& : 0 < a < 1 }, define U, so that it maps <Fn 
isometrically onto&-,,-,, @-J-,-..) 
Clearly, K, = (N @ D) - (M @ 0) = (N - M) @ 0 and the above defined 
U, satisfy our requirements. 1 
COROLLARY 19. If T is a biquasitriangular operator (i.e., T E (BQT) = 
(QT) n (QT)*) and N, is a continuous nest, then there exist K, E X(X), 
llKEll < max{dist[& o,(T)]: A E o,,(T)} + E, 
and U, unitary such that U,(T - KJ c E alg N,. 
ProoJ According to (31, there exists K, EX(R), llKlli ( max(dist[& 
a,(T)]: A E o,(T)} + c/3, such that o(T- K,) = o,(T). Now we can apply 
[23, Proposition 3.21 in order to find a compact operator K,, IlKJ ( e/3, 
such that, 
N,OD, * * * 8 * * T--,-K,= 0 N,OD, 1 4 
0 0 N,OD, * 4’ 
0 0 0 N,OD, 4 
where the Nis are normal operators such that a(Ni) = a,(Nj) = o,(T) and the 
Djls are block-diagonal operators such that u(Dj) c u(Nj), j = 1, 2, 3,4. 
LetN,={~~:O~a~l}anddefine.~j=~,,O~~~1),J,j=l,2,3,4. 
By Lemma 18, there exist compact operators K{ E Y(J$, IlKi ]I < c/3 and 
unitary operators Uj mapping Uj mapping q isometrically onto SSYj, such 
that Lat{ Uj(Nj 0 Dj -K{) Uj”} I (Aa @ Mu- ,,,4 : (j - 1)/4 ,< a < j/4} 
(j = 1,2, 3,4). 
Define K,= K, + K, + @j=i K$ and let UE Y’(R) be the unitary 
operator defined by U ] q= Uj, j = 1, 2, 3,4. It is completely apparent that 
Ke E-Uz), IlKelI < max{dist[& u,(T)]: A E u,(T)} + E, and UXT- K) c E 
@NC. I 
Remark. Corollary 19 shows that the author’s conjecture about 
continuous nests (see Introduction, after Theorem 2) is true, at least, for 
biquasitriangular operators. 
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LEMMA 20. Let B be a nonempty connected bounded open subset of‘ i 
such that Q = interior(&) and C\Q has finitely many components. Then 
there exists a subnormal operator T(Q) such that 
(i) a(T(R)) = Q ~ and a,(T(Q)) = 3Q: 
(ii) ind(1 - T(Q)) = -nul(L - T(G))* = -1 for all A. E f2; 
(iii) If M(R) denotes the minimal normal dilation of T(Q). then 
@M(Q)) = o,(M(C?)) = 30; and 
(iv) T(Q) E alg N, for some continuous nest N,,. 
Proof. If @\a has p bounded components, then fl is conformally 
equivalent to an open set 9 = D\U& , 9,,:, where D denotes the open unit 
disk, 9,) 9Z ,.... 9p are the interiors of regular analytic Jordan curves 
contained in D such that, 9,: f? 9k = 0 for 1 <j < h < p. and 
(U,T-~, 9,i)m c D (so that, in particular, a9i n i’D = 0 for all j = 1. 2 . . . . . p, 
see, e.g.. 11, Chap. VI). 
Let m denote the normalized “arc length measure,, on ir9 and let M be the 
operator “multiplication by A” acting on L’(S9. m). The subspace H’(i9) 
spanned by the rational functions with poles outside 9- is invariant under 
M. Moreover, H*(a9) is a reproducing kernel space whose elements are 
functions analytic on 9. Indeed, if y is a point of 9. then there exists a 
representing measure n for y mutually absolutely continuous with respect to 
m and Idn/dm] and [dm/dn] are bounded functions (see I13 I). Let 
T 
M= 
* H2(39) L 1 0 R L2(89, m) 0 H’(39)’ 
As in Proposition 12, we see that o(M) = u,(M) = u,(T) = u,(R ) = ?9. 
u(T)=u(R)=Q,-, and -ind(l - T) = ind(A - R) = nul(,4 - T)” = 
nul(A - R) = 1 for all A E 9. Furthermore. if 4: 9 --t f2 is a conformal 
mapping, then G(M), 4(T), and 4(R) are well-defined. 
1 H’(29) 4(R) L’(B9. m) 0 H2(i;9,)’ 
4cW)) = u,MW) = o,(U)) = u&G)) = ?9. u($(T)) = u(@(R)) = R . 
and -ind(1 - 4(T)) = ind(/l - d(R)) = nul(i, -- 4(T))* = nul(1 - d(R)) = 1 
for all A E R. 
The operator C(T) is clearly subnormal and it is not difficult to check that 
its minimal normal dilation coincides with 4(M). Indeed, if T(SZ) = 0(T). 
M(0) = i(M), and R(Q) = 4(R), then 
M = 4 -- 1 (M(Q)) = 4 ‘(;(n)) * 
I 
H’(ii9) 
q~-‘(R(fi)) L2(?9, m) 0 H’(39)’ 
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It is completely apparent that the operator T(0) satisfies Lemma 20(i), 
(ii), and (iii). If d(A) = exp{ (A + I)/(1 - 1)) is the atomic inner function [ 131 
and 0 < t < co, then T and T(R) commute with the multiplication by d’ and 
therefore the linear manifold 5Pl = d’H*(a@) = (def{dff: f E H’(a@)} is 
invariant under T and T(Q). Since ]d(A)] = 1 (a.e., m) on aD and 1 d(A)1 > 
6 > 0 for all 2 E a(lJS,, Qj) (for some constant 6, 0 < 6 < l), it is easy to 
see that the operators “multiplication by df” (0 < t < co) are bounded below 
and therefore the C5?f’s are actually subspaces (i.e., they are closed). 
Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that 
5Pr= v 9t(o<z< co), 
I>T 
and 
Thus, if we define -lo = {0} and &a = 9Cl-a),a, then N, = 
{& : 0 < a < 1 } is a continuous nest of invariant subspaces of T(0). m 
Remark. If m is replaced by the (equivalent) representing measure n of 
the point y E @, C = 4(y), and p is the measure supported by aa constructed 
from n as in the proof of Proposition 12(v), then p is a representing measure 
for [ and T(Q) is unitarily equivalent to N+(afi). In other words, for prac- 
tical purposes we can (and shall!) assume that T(O) = M, (X2). 
Proof of Proposition 17. (And therefore, that of Theorem I(iii)). It will 
be convenient to split the proof in several steps. 
(I) According to [3], there exists a compact operator K,, 
IIK,Ij < max{dist[& u,(T)]: A E o,(T)} + c/4, such that minimum 
{dim ker(T-K, -A), dim ker(T-K, --A)*} =0 for all lEpSmF(T) (i.e., 
T-K, is a smooth operator). 
(11) Let VU WKJ) b e an enumeration with multiplicity of the 
components of pspF(T - K,) @J--F(T - K,), resp.), i.e., if w, = - ind(T - A) 
for all A E 0; (4, = ind(T - A) for all ,l E 06, resp.), then fi; (@h, resp.) is 
repeated exactly o,, ($,, resp.) times in the sequence Q;, QJ, Q$ ,... 
(@I, nb;, @i ,..., resp.). 
Let {/i,,i} be an enumeration of the inferiors of the bounded components 
of C\QA. It is easily seen that A,,j is simply connected for all n and j, and 
that xi meas2(ll,,j) < measz [a(T)] < co. Therefore, there exists p,, = p,(e) 
such that, 
(l/n) C meas2(An,j) < (&/4n12. 
j>P, 
Define 9: = interior [QA U (lJj,,, /i,,j)]- and let N(aQi), N+(aRi), 
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N _(XI~), and Zi be the operators defined in Proposition 12 (where the 
corresponding representing measure has been chosen according to the 
criterion given by Lemma 20 and the Remark following it) and let N(3Af,j). 
N+(3Az.i), Np(3Az.j), and Zz,j be similarly defined. Then we have 
=I 
N+(i’R;) z; N + (2~4 ;..J * 
0 1 0 
0 
i’>P,, I zz.; N (~%4:,~) 1 
I- 
where 
N,tafJnE,) 0 
0 0 N+GW.i)* 
i'Pn 
0 0 zZ,j 
i ‘P" 
0 0 
0 -C 
0 0 
< max[(1/7r) meaS2(A,,j)]“2: j > p,} 
< )(lin) \‘ .- 
.I > P,, 
meas2Vn.,) ( 
I 2 
< (&/4r?). 
(Use Proposition 12(v)). 
Since Zz,j is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (for all n and j), meas,(A,3i) -) 0 
tj+ ~0) for each fixed n, and max(meas2(A,,j): j > p,,} < 
-s. b.,>p, meaS2tA.,j) < n&/4n -+ 0 (n -+ a~), it immediately follows that 
i 
is compact and 11 ZE* /I < e/4. 
Similarly, we define ( Y,,i}, q,, and @k so that 
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cE=T liErn cm,i,/ is compact and jl C”I/ < s/4. 
(III) Formal modifications of the proof of Lemma 13 (see also [4,6]) 
show that there exists K, E .X(R), /I K, )I < s/4, such that, 
T-K,-KK2% 
Furthermore, since T-K, is smooth, we can use the upper semicontinuity 
of separate parts of the spectrum in order to show that K, can be chosen so 
that B is smooth. 
(IV) Since ZE* and C” are compact operators and max{l/Z”* 11, 
11 C”ll} ( s/4, it follows from (III) that we can find a compact operator K,, 
1) K, 1) < s/4, such that, 
T-K,-Kz-K,z 
(V) By using the arguments of [4,6] (as in the proof of Lemma 13), 
we can see that R’ is a biquasitriangular operator such that o,(R’) = 
a,,(R’) f7 ure(R’) = o,(T) = [a,,(T) f? a,,(T)] Up:-?(T) Up;-?.(T). Further- 
more, since B is smooth, it readily follows that u,(R’) = 0. Thus, by 
Corollary 19, there exists a compact operator K; (acting in the space of R’) 
such that )I K; II < s/4 and R = R ’ - K: E alg N, for some continuous nest 
N R’ 
Thus, if K, = 0 @K; @ 0 (with respect to the same decomposition as for 
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T-K,-KKz-K,) and K=K,+K,+K,fK,, then KE iv(W), ~lKll< 
max(distlA. a,(7)]: A E a,(r)) + E, and 
where R is a biquasitriangular operator with a continuous nest of 
invariant subspaces, N’; = 0, (N+(aQi) @ IGs, P,,N + (?A:.,)* } and N’ =- 
0, w+(mi*)* 0 l@i>q, N+(~~f?iJI 1. 
It follows from Lemma 20 (and the remark following it) that each of the 
operators N+(aQi), N+(c~A~,~), N+(~@~*), and N,(aY,.;), as well as their 
adjoints, admits a continuous nest of invariant subspaces. Proceeding as in 
the proof of Lemma 18, we conclude that NC+ and NE also admit continuous 
nests of invariant subspaces. 
Since R has the same property, it readily follows that T - K E alg N,- for 
some continuous nest N,. The proof of Proposition 17 (and therefore, that of 
Theorem l(iii)) is now complete. u 
5. NORMAL EIGENVALUES AND GAPS 
Suppose that T E alg N (for some nest N) and that T has normal eigen 
values 1, , AZ ,..., L E fJoV)\~tm~ and C,J’=, dim X(Aj, T) = p. Then the 
Riesz idempotent E, corresponding to the clopen subset I‘= (A,, I.*,..., i,,, i 
of o(T) can be uniformly approximated by polynomials in T (use Runge’s 
approximation theorem [ 131) and therefore E,- E alg N. 
Since E, is similar to a finite-rank orthogonal projection. it is not difftcult 
to check that every invariant A? subspace of E, “splits” with respect to the 
algebraic (not necessarily orthogonal) direct sum decomposition X = 
ran E,- $ ker E, (ran E,n ker E, = {O)), where ran E,- = x:,” , X(lbj: T) has 
dimension p. i.e., 
By using this fact, it is easily seen that N must necessarily have some gap; 
more precisely, 
1 {dim9 : q is a gap in N}. 
cannot be smaller than p. Thus, if C {dim 9 : y is a gap in N } = d, then 
p < d. Now a straightforward approximation argument (use the upper 
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semicontinuity of separate parts of the spectrum ] 19, Chap. IV, 
Theorem 3.16, p. 212]), we conclude that G c Y(SQ,. 
On the other hand, it follows from [ 171 that i”(Z)d is a closed nowhere- 
dense subset of 4”(Z), whence we obtain Theorem 2(viii). As we shall see 
immediately, this result is the best possible. 
Now assume that N is a nest of the form of Theorem 2(viii) and that 
T E Y(Z)d. A formal modification of step (1) of the proof of Proposition 17 
shows that we can find a compact operator K,, 
((K, (1 < s/4, such that, 
u,,(T- K,) is afinite subset of o,(T) n u,(T)* and 
minimum{dim ker(T- K, --A), dim ker(T- K, -A)*) = 0, 
for all A E PS~_~(T) Up;-,(T). 
Proceeding exactly as in steps (II), (III), and (IV) of that proof, we can 
find compact operators K, and K,, ]]K,]] < s/4, ]]K,]) < s/4, such that, 
T-K,-K,-K,= 
where N: and NY admit continuous nests of invariant subspaces, R’ is 
biquasitriangular, o,(R’) = a,(T - K,) c a,(T)* = u,(R’)^, and, moreover, 
u,(R’) is a finite set. Thus, there exist (not necessarily distinct) complex 
numbers A,, 1, ,..., I, and an R/-invariant subspace Zm CR’ of dimension 
m such that, 
R’ = 
4 
. . 
0 
* 
An 
Let M, , M, ,..., M,,, be arbitrary normal operators uch that u(M,) = U,(Mj) 
is the boundary of a simply connected open set Qj = interior (ai) - such 
that, Ai E Qj and aQj c u,(R’) = u,(T) = u,,(R’) f3 ure(R’), j= 1, 2,..., m. By 
using Voiculescu’s corollary (Proposition 5) and Lemma 4, we can find a 
compact operator C,, I] C, ]I < s/8, such that, 
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where Aj act on a subspace of dimension 1 and L’ is a biquasitriangular 
operator such that a&‘) = 0. 
By Corollary 19, there exists a compact operator C;, // C;li < a/8, in the 
space of L’ such that, L = L’ - C; admits a continuous nest of invariant 
subspaces. Clearly, this reduces the proof of Theorem 2(ix) to 
PROPOSITION 2 1. Let Q be a simply connected bounded open subset of',: 
such that Q = interior C and let y E Q; then there exists a normal operator 
M= M(R, v) such that, a(M) = a,(M) = aR and MO y (y acting on #I ) 
admits a continuous chain of invariant subspaces. 
This will immediately follow from the following technical result. 
LEMMA 22. Let T = U 0 0 E L(L*(aD) @ C), where U = “multiplication 
by? A” is the bilateral shift acting on L2(3D) and let 
where e, = 1” (n = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). Define D, E Y( F’) (X = L’(?D) @ C/, t E :i’ ) 
by 
D,(f@a)=dff@e-‘a (fEL’(3D),aEC), 
where d(A) = exp( (A + l)/(A - 1)) is the atomic inner function. Then: 
(i) T is a normal operator, o(T) = ?D U {Or. o,(T) = ?D. and 
a,,(T) = (0) c a,(T)*. 
(ii) If H2(3D) is the classical H’ Hard-y space of the unit disk 
(H’(aD) c L’(aD)), then 
AH’(aD) = UH’(aD) c,& c H’(%D) Q 1:. 
(iii) D, is an invertible operatorfor all t in ki; moreover, L’(ijD) and 
C reduce D, and D, / L2(3D) is unitary. 
(iv) t + D, is a strongly continuous representation of the abelian 
group (IF?, +) on X. 
(v) TD, = D,Tfor all t E R. 
(vi) .4= D&o E Lat Tfor all t E R. 
(vii) If t, < t,, then.4;l 2.I I?. 
(viii) VIER hy;=A?. 
(ix) nrEa,4= PI. 
(x) C8a=k4 with a = l/rrarc tan(-t), (0 < a < l), .9,,= {O} and 
.Ir’, = W defines a continuous nest N of invariant subspaces of T. 
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(xi) The angle y1 between 4 and the vector 0 @ 1 is strictly 
decreasing with t, yt -+ 0 (t + -m) and yt + 742 (t + +m); more precisely, 
(xii) If P is the Riesz idempotent corresponding to the clopen subset 
(0) of o(T) (i.e., P is the orthogonal projection of A? onto C = (0) @ C), 
then .%?a is not invariant under P for any a, 0 < a < 1. In particular, 
P 6S alg N. 
ProoJ (ik(v) either are immediate or follow by straightforward com- 
putations. 
(vi) T{c,(e,01)+~~=,c,e,}=c,e,+~~==,c,e,+,EUH2(aD)~~. 
Since J0 E Lat T and D, commutes with T, it readily follows that 4 = 
D,&& also belongs to Lat T. 
(vii) By using (iv), it suffices to show that 4 c& for all t > 0. 
Indeed, if t > 0 we have 
(Observe that d(0) = e-l.) Hence 
4 = D,&, = D, [{e, @ 1) V AH’(aD)] 
= {D,(e, 0 1)) V D, Wf2(aD)l 
= {D,(e, @ 1)) V UD,H*(3D) 
c {D,(e, @ 1)) V UH2(aD) c&. 
(viii) It follows from (ii) that 
v 4 = v DIAO 2 v D,UH2(aD) 
fER lER tE R 
1 U v D,H’(aD) = UL2(aD) = L2(aD). 
I fER I 
Hence, 
V&z{e,@l-ee,@O}VL2(aD)=Z. 
1E R 
(ix) Assume that f @ a E ntEIR 4. Then for each t > 0 there exists 
f, E H’(aD) such that, 
f 0 a = Dl(f, CD f,W> = d’f, 0 e-!h(o>~ 
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so that f(n) E d’(J,)f,(A) E H*(aD) and CI = ee’ft(O). By (iii), ilf,l12 = /If /? 
for all t > 0 and therefore there exists a constant C > 0 such that, 
max{lft@>l: IA  < 9 ,< C 
(see, e.g., ( 131). Hence, 
for all t > 0. 
and we conclude that f(n) = 0 on D (i.e., f = 0). 
Similarly, /a I = e-’ if,(O)1 ,< Ce-’ -+ 0 (t + co). Therefore f $ a = 0 I?) 0. 
In other words, n,,r+$= (0). 
(x) This is an immediate consequence of (iv), (viii), and (ix). 
(xi) Let fE HZ, f # 0, and f@f(O) E--S, then I/ f@f(O)ii = 
CllfllZ + If(oI’>“’ Z lIfl12 > IfP>l> and the angle Y, (0 < Y, < 742) between 
O@ 1 and.<is given by 
cos yt = sup I(00 1~DLfof(o)))l :fE H*(iiD) sfo/ 
IlD,U @ fP))ll i 
= sup I(0 0 1,6fO ep!f(o>)l 
= sup 
e -I 
[ 1 
I 2 
2cosh t 
(To see this, take f = e,.) Now it is straightforward tocheck that yI has the 
desired properties. 
(xii) Since P is the orthogonal projection onto (0) @ c; = V (0 @ 1 }. it 
readily follows that if .X E Lat P, then either 0 @ 1 E, J? (and the angle 
between 0 @ 1 and .k is 0), or .,6 c L*(dD) @ (0) (and the angle between 
0 @ 1 and M is n/2). It readily follows from (xi) that, 4 f, al; for all t in 1:~. 
whence the result follows. I 
Proof of Proposition 2 1. Let 4: D + 0 be a conformal mapping such that 
y = 4(O) and define M = 4(U) E L*(aD). 
Since D = interior a-, it is not difficult to see that M @ y = g(U) @ #(O) = 
4( Ii @ 0) = 4(r) and T = U @ 0 generate the same weakly closed subalgebra 
(with indentity) of P(Z+‘) (R = L2(8D) @ C). A fortiori, they have exactly 
the same invariant subspaces. 
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Hence Lat(A4 @ y) contains the continuous nest {2a : 0 < a < 1 } of 
Lemma 22(x). I 
The proof of Theorem 2(ix) is now complete. Combining the results of 
Section 4 with Lemmas 8, 9, and 13 and Corollary 14, we obtain 
Theorem 2(x). (The details are left to the reader.) 
Remarks. (i) Theorem 2(viii) is, essentially, a consequence of [20, 
Theorem 4.3.10, p. 1761. 
(ii) Lemma 22(xii) negatively answers a question of John Erdos 
(personal communication). 
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